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Foreword
The UPS Industrial Buying Dynamics 
Study is one of the few detailed studies 
available on the relationship between 
industrial buyers and suppliers. This 
study provides a unique understanding 
of how industrial buyers identify 
suppliers such as industrial distributors, 
manufacturers and e-marketplaces, 
their satisfaction with existing suppliers 
and their propensity to change 
suppliers in search of improved value 
and service. Interviews were carried out 
with purchasing professionals and 
provides a detailed view across 
countries and sectors. 
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Introduction
Mexico is one of the largest export economies in the world, with the U.S. being the top 
destination and a majority of the Mexico export business.   Chief among those exports are 
vehicle parts and other industrial supplies.  As such, this paper will focus on buyer perceptions 

in the U.S. as well as Mexico.

The business model for industrial supplies differs slightly in the U.S. and Mexico.  Within the 
U.S., distributors have served as the critical link between buyers and manufacturers, providing 
a convenient and valuable service to both groups.  While in Mexico, manufacturers are more 
heavily relied upon.  What remains true in both regions, is that increased and convenient 
access to a variety of supplier types are making it easier for buyers to engage with suppliers 
outside their traditional base.  

How can suppliers differentiate in this evolving marketplace and prove their worth to buyers? 
We interviewed 1,500 industrial buyers from the U.S. and 200 from Mexico to gain their 
perspective and provide answers to key questions.

This whitepaper explores four major trends and uncovers growing threats in the marketplace. 
Look for key takeaways that suggest how suppliers in Mexico can increase their value 
proposition to attract new buyers and retain current customers.

24%
E-marketplace

31%
Manufacturer

45%
Manufacturer

45%
Distributor

18%
E-marketplace

37%
Distributor

U.S. Mexico

Recognize Rising Threats

buying direct from manufacturers and 
e-marketplaces represent a growing trend

Understand buyer needs by product

specific product considerations 
impact supplier preference

Optimize the B2B Customer Experience

digital continues to take off and mobile 
could be considered in the future

Use post-sales to differentiate

post-sales capabilities can provide a 
competitive advantage
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Recognize Rising 
Threats
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Figure 1 
Supplier Usage

Q. What percent of your total purchases of industrial supplies/products, in a year, are with the following types 
of suppliers?

Distributors 

91%

92%

81% 75%

75%

Manufacturers E-marketplaces

95%

E-marketplaces have grown in the 
market and are putting pressure on the 
traditional industrial supplier model

Usage of manufacturers and distributors is high in both Mexico and the U.S. However, 
e-marketplaces have grown in the market and are putting pressure on the traditional industrial 
supplier model. This is particularly true in the U.S., where buyers spend roughly one-quarter of 
their budget with e-marketplaces. 

Although Mexico has been slower to 
adopt e-marketplaces in the past, 
usage is likely to grow at a similar rate 
to the US moving forward. Buyers in 
both countries are equally likely to 
increase use of e-marketplaces in the 
future.

Q. In the next 3-5 years, how likely are you to...increase 
purchase from e-marketplaces? (Extremely likely)

Figure 2 
Extremely Likely to Increase Purchases from e-marketplaces

MEXICO

U.S.

U.S.

Mexico

22%

29%

30%
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Purchasing Direct from Manufacturers

Critical Factors in Supplier Selection

Buyer Restrictions

Figure 3 
Direct from Manufacturer Purchasing

Figure 4 
Purchase Restrictions

Q. Are you currently buying directly from the 
manufacturer?

Q. When purchasing industrial 
supplies/products, are people 
in your company restricted in 
any way?

Management  
approvals required  
for certain purchases

Mexico U.S.

In the 2015 Industrial Buying Dynamics study, 
buyers in the U.S. indicated a growing trend to 
purchase directly from the manufacturer.  This 
year’s data confirms this trend is right on track 
and likely to continue to grow.  As expected 
based on share of spend, buyers in Mexico are 
more likely than those in the U.S. to purchase 
directly from the manufacturer. 

When searching for a new supplier, both Mexican and U.S. buyers first look for a supplier that 
can meet the primary needs of product quality and price/value. Then buyers look for added 
benefits like product availability and service.  Buyers in Mexico also consider post-sales 
support a top selection criteria. 

Restrictions in Mexico and the US are fairly similar, however buyers in the U.S. are more likely 
to have restrictions on the product types they are allowed to purchase; something which 
Mexico should consider when working with U.S. buyers.

64%

81%

2015

2017

95%

74%2015

2017
Mexico

U.S.

47%

45%

Only allowed to 
purchase from a limited 
list of brands 17%

22%

Only allowed to 
purchase from a limited 
list of  product types 18%

25%

Only allowed to purchase 
from specific suppliers 29%

33%
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Performance Expectations by Supplier Type

Figure 3 
Direct from Manufacturer Purchasing

Figure 5 
Supplier selection factors

Q. When selecting an industrial product supplier, which factors do you consider?

68% 67%

55% 54%
50%

28%

77%
72%

62%
56% 56%

44%

Price/Value Product 
availability

Good 
reputation

Customer 
service

Post-sales 
support

Product 
quality

Mexico U.S.

We also wanted to understand how buyer perceptions are impacted by supplier type. 
Respondents were asked to indicate share of spend by supplier, according to the following 
guidelines. 

Once the primary supplier was identified, buyers were asked to rate the performance of each 
type of supplier.  While interpretation of supplier types may vary somewhat, some important 
themes emerged.

Buyers in Mexico consider post-sales 
support a top selection criteria

Manufacturer E-marketplace  
(like Amazon Business)

Distributor  
(like W.W.Grainger, HD Supply, 

Ferguson Enterprises)
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Figure 6 
US and Mexico* Top Performance Areas

Q. How would you rate you [primary supplier type] on the following attributes?

U.S. MEXICO

E-marketplaces

Distributors 

Manufacturers 

*Low base <30 for e-marketplaces

Approved by my company
Good reputation

Top Perfomance 
for all Suppliers

Top Perfomance 
for all Suppliers

Hight quality 
products

Hight quality 
products

Wide 
selection of 

products

Good 
reputation

Able to ship 
where I need

Able to ship 
where I need

Good product warranty
User-friendly website

Approved by my company
Good reputation

Able to ship where I need
Quality service

Shipment visibility
Easy to make 

payments online

Distributors are better known for providing 
a good product warranty and user-friendly 
website, while manufacturers perform 
better in offering quality service and 
shipping where needed

Meeting Buyer Expectations

In the U.S., distributors, manufacturers and e-marketplaces all are capable of providing high 
quality products, wide selection, and shipping where needed. Distributors and manufacturers 
are similar in that they are more likely to be approved by the buyer’s company and have good 
reputations, while e-marketplaces are known for offering easy online payments. 

For buyers in Mexico, distributors and manufacturers are both rated well on their high quality 
products, reputation, and company approval. Distributors are better known for providing a good 
product warranty and user-friendly website, while manufacturers perform better in offering 
quality service and shipping where needed. Though base sizes are low, e-marketplaces stand 
out among Mexican buyers for providing considerably greater shipment visibility.
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While top areas of performance align in some areas for distributors and manufacturers in 
Mexico, manufacturers are rated higher. In addition to the two areas above, manufacturers 
outperform on offering insurance on products, providing technical support, and offering 
training. 

Key Takeaways 
In Mexico manufacturers lead in share of spend. Pressure from e-marketplaces are 
shifting buyer demands; Mexican manufacturers must adapt to meet increasing customer 
expecations to successfully compete in both the U.S. and Mexican markets.  

Raise your game 

 Suppliers face strong competition in the market as technology enables buyers to be more 
comfortable with less traditional suppliers and start shifting spend to e-marketplaces. As the 
market evolves, suppliers must not lose sight of buyers’ basic requirements – providing high 
quality products at a price that matches the value offered. Once basic needs are met, suppliers 
should work towards improvements in other key areas where they lag the capabilities of other 
suppliers by upgrading e-commerce and shipping capabilities.

Focus on service 
E-marketplaces are a strong force in the U.S. Although e-marketplaces currently comprise a small 
share of buyer spend and volume in the U.S. and Mexico, buyers express satisfaction with their 
performance in most areas. 

Customer service is e-marketplaces’ one area of weakness, giving manufacturers in Mexico the 
opportunity to ensure quality customer services to attract U.S. buyers. As we saw earlier, 
manufacturers are already exceling at providing great service to Mexican buyers; if they provide 
U.S. buyers with the same high level of service it will position them well against e-marketplaces. 
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Understanding Buyer 
Needs by Product
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In an effort to provide deeper understanding of needs and behaviors of buyers by product 
purchased, a new set of questions was added to the 2017 study.  Buyers were asked what 
types of supplies they purchased and a series of questions based on one of those specific 
product types as defined below.

How Product Type Impacts Supplier Preference

Manufacturers are preferred for most product types in Mexico, however buyers are equally likely 
to purchase consumables and raw materials from distributors. Distributors are preferred across 
product types in the U.S., and e-marketplaces are preferred over manufacturers by those 
purchasing janitorial & sanitation products.

Consumables/ 
Raw Materials

Equipment

OEM Parts

Janitorial and 
Sanitation

MRO Parts

Manufacturer E-marketplace Distributor

41%

41%
18%

43%

38%
20%

48%

35%
16%

46%

33%
21%

45%

39%
17%

Figure 7 
Mexican Supplier Share by Product

Q. What percent of your total purchases in a year are with the following types of suppliers?

Consumables/ 
Raw materials 

(Adhesives, lubricants, 
solvents, pipes/tubing)

Equipment 
(Automation, cutting 
tools, grinding tools, 

machinery) 

Final Assembly  
OEM Parts 

(Electrical, hoses,  
hydraulics, motors)

Janitorial and  
Sanitation 

(Soap, paper towels, toilet 
paper, general cleaners)

MRO Parts 
(Electrical, pumps, 
sprockets, HVAC)
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U.S. Mexico

Consumables/Raw Materials Good product warranty (28%)
Wide selection of products (22%) Wide selection of products (22%)

Equipment Good product warranty (32%)  
Wide selection of products (20%) Wide selection of products (26%)

OEM Parts Good product warranty (38%) 
Customized products (28%) Reliable delivery time (28%)

Janitorial & Sanitation Reliable delivery time (20%)  
Free shipping (21%) Wide selection of products (19%)

MRO Parts Good product warranty (30%) 
Customized products (23%) Quality service (19%)

As noted earlier, product quality, best value and best prices are essential to both Mexican and 
U.S. buyers when selecting a supplier. In Mexico, product warranties are also important to all 
product types. Beyond this, there is some variation in criteria driving supplier selection.

Figure 8 
Top selection factors by product

Q. And what specifically do you consider when selecting an industrial product supplier?

Understanding Needs By Product Type Will Assist Expansion 
into the U.S.

When looking for opportunities to expand relationships with U.S. buyers, it is important to know 
which products are already being sourced internationally. U.S. buyers are most likely to source 
their OEM and MRO parts internationally, although a majority of purchases occur domestically.

To capture U.S. buyers of these products Mexican 
manufacturers should offer post-sales support. 
OEM and MRO parts have higher quality standards 
due to the critical nature of these product types 
and their longer life expectancy. They are also 
more likely to shift their business to a supplier that 
offers post-sales support. 

Figure 9
U.S. Buyers Sourcing of Goods

International sourcing

Q. Where do you source [product type]?

Final Assembly/ 
OEM Parts

MRO

Equipment

Consumables/ 
Raw Materials

Janitorial and 
Sanitation13%

26%

30%

34%

38%

Products are 
predominantly 
sourced internationally 
for greater product 
quality and reliability
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Figure 10 
U.S. Buyers Likelihood to Shift business due to Post-Sales Support 

Q. In the next 3-5 years, 
how likely are you to shift 
business to a new supplier 
due to post-sales support?

To capture U.S. buyers of these 
products Mexican manufacturers 
should offer post-sales support

Buyers in Mexico have greater need for fast shipping than those in the U.S. Same day shipping 
needs are driven by Janitorial & Sanitation and MRO parts, communications to buyers of those 
product types should emphasize quick delivery.

Product Types Also Have Unique Needs in Mexico

Consumables

21%

Equipment

18%

J&S

14%

MRO Parts

22%

OEM Parts

29%

Same day shipping needs are driven by 
Janitorial & Sanitation and MRO parts, 
communications to buyers of those product 
types should emphasize quick delivery
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Key Takeaways 
Just as there are difference between buyers in Mexico and the U.S., there are also different 
needs based on the products they are purchasing. Manufacturers must understand the specific 
needs of the different buyer groups to grow and maintain their customer base. 

Recognize buyers differing needs  

While all buyers share the need for high quality products at the best price or value, buyers in 
Mexico also want warranties on their products. However, product warranties are only critical to 
some product types in the U.S. Other selection criteria differ based on product type, including a 
wide selection of products, reliable delivery time, and customized products. It’s imperative 
manufacturers consider how needs vary when targeting new buyers. Specifically, to garner favor 
among U.S. buyers of MRO and OEM parts, manufacturers need to offer post-sales support to 
further their international sourcing, something they are already inclined to do. Shipping needs also 
vary across country and product type. Mexican buyers are more likely to demand fast shipping, 
which is primarily driven by Janitorial & Sanitation and MRO parts buyers. One size fits all offerings 
will not be able to fully satisfy the needs of buyers in different countries and product types. 

Same Day Delivery 1-2 Day Delivery

Final Assembly/ 
OEM Parts

MRO parts

Equipment

Consumables/ 
Raw Materials

Janitorial and 
Sanitation

Total Mexico

Total U.S.

21%

13%

53%

44%

35%

18%

15% 5%

26%

48%

42%

59% 62%

55%

Figure 11 
Delivery Time Needed

Q. How fast do you typically need [product type] to be delivered?
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Optimize B2B 
E-commerce
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B2B e-commerce continues to be the primary source for both searching for suppliers and 
purchasing. Buyers are utilizing the online tools they use in their everyday lives in business 
and suppliers must adjust to meet their demands. 

Buyers’ demands are growing and becoming more complex. Offering a user-friendly website is 
no longer sufficient. To be considered by U.S. buyers, manufacturers must develop mobile 
capabilities and a social media presence. Mobile and social are not as crucial for buyers in 
Mexico, but if they follow in the footsteps of U.S. buyers these capabilities will be important in 
the near future and it would be advantageous to be ready before demand arises.

Researching Suppliers

In Mexico and the U.S. the supplier website and online search engines are the top two methods 
in researching a supplier. 

Sales representatives are a top source for both countries, but are more important in the U.S.; 
Mexican manufacturers need to have sales representatives available to U.S. buyers. Print 
catalogs are still a critical source of information for buyers in Mexico, highlighting Mexico’s 
slower adoption of e-commerce when compared to the U.S. 

Millennials (ages 18-34) in the U.S. ranked social media #3 among sources for researching new 
suppliers, ahead of sales representatives.  This could be a game-changing insight for suppliers, 
suggesting they should gain a better understanding of the role social will play in future customer 
acquisition. 

Buyers are utilizing the online tools they 
use in their everyday lives in business and 
suppliers must adjust to meet their demands 

Figure 12 
Top Research Methods 

Q. Which of the following sources  
do you typically use to find out 
more information about a new 
industrial product supplier?

Among 
MILLENNIALS  
in the US,  
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Print catalogs are still a critical source of 
information for buyers in Mexico, highlighting 
Mexico’s slower adoption of e-commerce 

Online Purchasing Trend Continues

Purchasing from the suppliers’ website (via desktop/laptop or mobile methods) has remained 
the same since 2015. 

In the U.S. online purchasing is the top method for buying indstrial supplies. However, in Mexico 
in-person remains the primary purchase method. Of all the countries surveyed, Mexico is the 
only one in which in-person purchasing is more popular than online.

Of all the countries surveyed, Mexico is the 
only one in which in-person purchasing is 
more popular than online

Q. Which methods do you use to purchase industrial supplies/products?

Figure 13  
Top Purchase Methods

Online In-person Email
66%

55%

67%

51%
57%

49%

Mexico U.S.

While most online purchases were conducted via the supplier’s website, some were on mobile. 
Online and mobile purchasing is more popular in the U.S. than Mexico. However, a similar share 
of buyers in both countires are extremely likely to shift business to a supplier with a user-
friendly website or one that offers a mobile app. Buyers in Mexico may be slightly behind the 
U.S. in their acceptance of online purchasing, but interest is likely to grow. 
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Is secure

Fast

Easy to place repeat orders

Readily accesible

Able to trust that order will 
be processed correctly

Easy to get answers to 
questions

Easy payment options

 

Buyers purchase online for security and speed in both Mexico and the U.S. Additionally, 
manufacturers should make it easy to place repeat orders online or via mobile to appeal to buyers. 
U.S. buyers also expect easy payment options when purchasing via mobile; Mexican 
manufacturers should consider mobile payment capabilities when developing their app. Personal 
purchase methods are liked for providing easy answers to questions and trust that the order will 
be processed correctly. As purchases continue to shift online, manufacturers should provide an 
online buying experience that gives buyers the elements of in-person purchasing they desire. 

Figure 14  
Online and Mobile Purchasing

Figure 15  
Reasons for Purchase Method

Q. Which methods do you use to purchase 
industrial supplies/products?

Q. In the next 3-5 years, how likely are you to shift 
business to a new supplier due to...? (Extremely likely)

Q. What are your 
reasons for using 
each purchase 
method below 
when purchasing 
[product type]?

53%

21%

43%

20%30%
19%19% 17%

Directly from 
supplier’s 
website Mobile app/

website

Mexico U.S.

U.S. MEXICO
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Key Takeaways 
A strong online presence is required to successfully operate and compete in today’s 
marketplace, especially to attract and retain U.S. buyers.  

Enhance online purchasing 

Supplier websites and online search engines are the top two ways buyers research new 
suppliers. A vibrant and informative website is important to capture buyer interest early on; 
simply having a rudimentary website listing your products and basic contact info is no longer 
enough for potential customers.  It is also critical to offer online purchasing capabilities, 
especially to meet the needs of buyers in the U.S.  While in-person sales are still the top 
purchase method in Mexico, the trend in the U.S. suggests in-person will be eclipsed by online 
in the near future. Buyers in the U.S. purchase online because it is easy to make repeat orders, 
something Mexican buyers don’t indicate, suggesting Mexican manufacturers need to work to 
make repeat purchasing via their website easier. 

Invest in mobile  

To appeal to US buyers, manufacturers in Mexico should consider implementing a robust 
mobile e-commerce strategy. Although the use of mobile purchasing is relatively new, it is 
already gaining significant traction in the U.S. Mobile is moving from a value-add feature to the 
newest must-have capability; 19% of U.S. buyers and 17% of Mexican buyers indicate they are 
extremely likely to switch spend to a supplier that offers a mobile app.  Manufacturers need 
to ensure their e-commerce platforms include page rendering for mobile devices to stay 
competitive. 
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Use Post-Sales to 
Differentiate
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Q. How likely are you to switch to a supplier who offers post-sales support?

Figure 16  
Extremely Likely to Switch to Supplier with Post-Sales Support

21%

22%

24%

13%

21%

33%

23%

6%

Total

age 18-34

age 35-51

age 52-70

Post-sales support presents an opportunity for manufacturers to further differentiate 
themselves from other suppliers. Buyers in Mexico and the US are equally likely to switch to a 
supplier that offers post-sales support. 

MEXICOU.S.

Post-sales interest in the U.S. is driven by young buyers age 18-34, indicating post-sales will be 
even more desired in the future. In Mexico, interest in post-sales extends to include those 
age 35-51.

Overall post-sales expectations are higher in Mexico, indicating it is a crucial service for buyers. 
Disposal, returns, and training are most important to buyers in Mexico. Manufacturers must 
offer a wide range of post-sales services to Mexican buyers to gain and retain customers. 
Manufacturers [and] should provide help with returns for U.S. buyers, as this is their primary 
post-sales need.

Manufacturers must offer a wide range 
of post-sales services to Mexican buyers   
and should provide help with returns for 
U.S. buyers, as this is their primary post-
sales need
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Figure 17  
Post-Sales Expectations

Q. Would you expect your supplier to offer 
the following post-sales services?

 

Q. How would you rate [supplier] on the following attributes? (Extremely Well)

Figure 18  
Top Post-sales support performance*

  Training

 Returns

 Disposal

  On-site  
maintenance

 On-site repairs

Post-Sales Performance

Manufacturers in Mexico perform well at providing post-sales support to buyers, outperforming 
distributors by a large margin in all services except the critical disposal services.

Additionally, in the U.S. e-marketplaces are successfully providing post-sales in most areas, 
however, they do not outperform on return policies, the service most desired by U.S. buyers.

U.S.

43
%

30
%

30
% 31

%

23
%

Mexico

53
%

52
%

49
%

48
%54

%

Provides repair
services post-sale

Provides technical 
support to 

troubleshoot issues

Offers training on 
products

Returns policy

Offers recycling/
disposal services

38%
30%

25%

24%

29%

27%

32%

28%

30%

30%

30%

16%

17%

20%

24%

31%

22%

31%

22%

17%

14%

19%

24%

24%

14%

21%

11%

20%

11%

14%

MEXICOU.S.

Manufacturer

E-marketplace

Distributor

*Caution: e-marketplaces base <30
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3D Printing Represents Emerging Opportunity

Interest in 3D printing is relatively low, however, buyers indicate a need for the benefits of 3D 
printing from suppliers.  Mexican buyers are more likely than U.S. buyers to understand how 3D 
printing could provide better quality products. Manufacturers will need to educate buyers on 
how 3D printing can meet their needs to capitalize on another way to differentiate themselves 
from the rest of the market. 

 

Q. What benefits would you expect from a supplier who offered 3D printing services?

Figure 19  
Benefits of 3D Printing

More 
customization

Better quality 
products

High quality

Buyer needs Benefits of 3D Printing

Customized 
products

47%

56%

16%
21%

64%

46%
49%52%

U.S.
Mexico
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Key Takeaways 
Mexican buyers have high expectations of the services that should be included in post-
sales. However, post-sales support is of interest to buyers in both countries, and creates an 
opportunity for manufacturers to differentiate themselves from other suppliers.

Expand support  

Returns are of the greatest interest to U.S. buyers and of high interest to Mexican 
buyers, so streamlining and improving this process will be key. Additionally, buyers in 
Mexico want disposal services and training included in their post-sales service. Mexican 
manufacturers are already outperforming distributors in providing post-sales, however 
e-marketplaces’ success in the U.S. provides additional competition in that market. 
No supplier is providing a full suite of post-sales services, giving manufacturers an 
opportunity to improve and create a competitive advantage. 

Explore opportunities  

Many buyers indicate they are seeking suppliers who provide higher quality products, which is 
seen as a primary benefit of 3D printing. Buyers in the U.S. are also interested in customized 
products, and are more likely to see the value of customization in 3D printing.  In addition to 
expanding post-sales services, manufacturers might consider providing 3D to boost their 
value proposition and stand out among their competition.
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Conclusion

BUYERS DEMAND DISTRIBUTOR ACTION

The rise of e-commerce means that channel boundaries are changing and Mexican 
manufacturers must understand the trends both in Mexico and the U.S. to remain 
competitive. Continued growth is possible if manufacturers react to the changes in the 
market, leverage their strengths, and expand capabilities to address current needs and 
growing trends. 

RECOGNIZE RISING THREATS: E-COMMERCE

In Mexico manufacturers still lead in usage and share of spend. E-marketplaces have 
emerged as a major player in the market, especially in the U.S. Buyers are shifting spend to 
less traditional suppliers and show interest in shifting additional spend. Therefore, 
manufacturers need to understand the appeal of alternative suppliers and either match 
their offering or provide differentiating services that address the needs of specific product 
types.

All supplier types in both countries meet buyers’ primary need of high quality products. 
Mexican manufactures should leverage their customer service to appeal to U.S. buyers, who 
feel e-marketplaces are not meeting their service expectations. Manufacturers in Mexico 
are also known for their shipping capabilities, something that e-marketplaces also do well. 
Manufacturers need to make sure their shipping offering remains competitive with 
e-marketplaces. 

UNDERSTAND BUYER NEEDS BY PRODUCT:

The 2017 study sought to understand how product type impacts buying habits and 
supplier selection. While product quality, price and value were important in selection of 
suppliers for all product types, there were distinctions between the different product types 
in both countries. Manufacturers maintain their lead across all product types in Mexico. In 
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the U.S. MRO and OEM parts are most likely to be purchased internationally; these product 
types are also most likely to shift business to a supplier that offers post-sales. To increase 
business among buyers that are already inclined to purchase outside the U.S., Mexican 
manufacturers should target them with a post-sales offering. Fast delivery is important to 
Mexican buyers, especially buyers of Janitorial & Sanitation and MRO parts. 

OPTIMIZE B2B E-COMMERCE:

Online is the primary method for researching suppliers in Mexico and the U.S. Mexico is 
slightly slower than the U.S. to embrace online, and the print catalog is still an important 
factor in their research. Meanwhile, in the U.S. online is expanding beyond the supplier 
website and search engines—younger buyers are turning to social media to gather 
information. We also see Mexico lagging the U.S. in use of online purchase methods; in-
person is still the primary purchase method. In the U.S., online is the primary purchase 
method, and beyond traditional online there is growth in mobile purchasing. Buyers in the 
U.S. purchase online and via mobile because it is fast and easy to make repeat orders. 
Manufacturers must allow for easy repeat ordering online to attract U.S. buyers.  

USE POST-SALES TO DIFFERENTIATE:

Post-sales support offers distributors a unique way to stand out from the competition by 
strengthening the customer relationship and extending it after the sale. In general, post-
sales expectations are higher in Mexico than in the U.S. Mexican buyers want disposal, 
returns, and training to all be included in their post-sales service, but U.S. buyers are 
primarily concerned with help on returns. Additionally, 3D printing is a small, but growing, 
trend, which would allow manufacturers to offer a distinctive service. Buyers desire the 
benefits of 3D printing, but it may be up to manufacturers to connect the service with its 
benefits. 
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Methodology

Kantar TNS conducted an online survey of 200 industrial supply purchasers in Mexico and 
1,500 in the U.S. in December 2016.  Respondents included sole/joint decision makers or 
strong influencers of sourcing and purchasing decisions.  Survey respondents purchase 
products within 5 key categories and represent a wide range of industries. 

Factors such as age, tenure as a buying professional and annual spend on industrial 
products were also studied.

Product categories include:

Consumables/ 
Raw materials 

(Adhesives, lubricants, 
solvents, pipes/tubing)

Millenials 
(Age 18-34)

Low 
(less than 
$750,000 per year)

Less than 5 years

Gen X  
(Age 35-51)

Medium 
($750,000 to less than 
$3,750,000 per year)

5-10 years

Baby Boomers  
(Age 52-70)

High  
($3,750,000 or 
more per year)

More than 10 
years 

n=38

n=82 n=71 n=103

n=78 n=84 n=55

n=40 n=45 n=42

Generations Annual Spend Tenure

n=39 n=39 n=46 n=38

Equipment 
(Automation, cutting 
tools, grinding tools, 

machinery) 

Final Assembly  
OEM Parts 

(Electrical, hoses,  
hydraulics, motors)

Janitorial and  
Sanitation 

(Soap, paper towels, toilet 
paper, general cleaners)

MRO Parts 
(Electrical, pumps, 
sprockets, HVAC)
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About TNS

About UPS 

Kantar TNS is one of the world’s largest research agencies with experts in over 90 countries. With expertise in innovation, 
brand and communication, shopper activation and buyer relationships we help our clients identify, optimise and activate 
the moments that matter to drive growth for their business.  
We are part of Kantar, one of the world’s leading data, insight and consultancy companies. 
Find out more at www.tnsglobal.com.

UPS (NYSE: UPS) is a global leader in logistics, offering a broad range of solutions including transporting packages and 
freight; facilitating international trade, and deploying advanced technology to more efficiently manage the world of 
business. Headquartered in Atlanta, UPS serves more than 220 countries and territories worldwide. The company can be 
found on the web at ups.com® and its corporate blog can be found at longitudes.ups.com. To get UPS news direct, 
follow @UPS_News on Twitter. 
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